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Welcome to the
world of Silk!
Install the game
using Steam, and
then please use the
keyboard or a
controller to play.
To exit, press Esc for the Pause Menu then ‘Quit’.

Starting Your Caravan
Start the game by choosing which of four Heroic
Destinies to follow. This will set your goal for the
game.
Next, select which Advisor is the Hero whose
Heroic Destiny you chose. Finally, select which
Advisor is the Companion who accompanies your
Hero. You will have a choice of four different
classes here, and each should have a different
portrait.

Map (Tab)
You can open
the map with
Tab and use +
and – to zoom in
and out.
You can use Enter to mute the landscape colours
and make the settlements and shrines stand out
more. This may also help colour blind players.
Tip: You will see farther on the map based on the
highest Wayfare skill in your Caravan. Try to hire
a guide with Excellent or Superior Wayfare.

Save
Every time you visit a settlement that is not
hostile towards you, the game will save. It will
also save at every Caravanserai.
You can have up to four save slots, each with a
different game save.

Tip: the Traveller is an ideal Destiny for new
players. However, if you enjoy a tougher
challenge, you could start as the Warlord or
Noble.

You can return to the title screen if you wish to
reload, and you will have a choice of any of the
last settlements you visited.

Movement (Cursor or ASWD)

Tip: the game is not saved when you quit, so plan
to finish up each play session by reaching a
Caravanserai or a neutral or friendly settlement.

Use either Cursor Keys or ASWD to move around
the Ancient Silk Road
•

Left and Right to change view (8
directions)

•

Forward to advance

•

Back to about-face

Tip: different terrain has no effect on your
movement speed, but you cannot enter Foothills,
Mountains, or Deep Water.

Time
Every time you move, time will pass. After the
sun sets, you will make a camping decision –
choose wisely!
Tip: You will travel fastest if you have a Horse for
every Advisor and Guard in your Caravan, and
slowest if somebody has to travel on foot.

Roster and Town Menu (Space)
Press Space to access the Roster and the Town
Menu, or to exit it. You can see the direction you
are facing at the bottom of the screen.
•

Left and Right to cycle the Caravan or
Town menu (8 slots)

•

Down to jump to Inventory (facing you
North)

•

Press Space again to exit the Roster or
Town Menu

Tip: Provisions are always at North East, and
Guards (if they are available) will be at East. If a
settlement holds livestock Auctions, these are
always at North West. Remember, you can face
North by using Down (or S).
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Encounters (1,2,3,4)

Battle

These occur whenever something happens,
including camping at the end of each day. Listen
to suggestions, and choose one to pursue!

When you encounter hostile forces, you will
make a decision about how to engage. If you
have Guards and a Soldier in your caravan, you
can skirmish and attempt to win the battle.
Otherwise, you may try and parlay, offering
goods for your safe passage.

•

Tap 1,2,3 or 4 to hear an Advisor's
suggestion

•

Hold 1,2,3 or 4 to implement an Advisor's
plan

Many of the choices you face will earn your
Advisors’ experience, helping them gain in skill.

Tip: twenty Guards is more than enough to
protect against bandits, but you will not get far
when you declare war without several hundred
Guards!

Tip: if the goods bar (see below) doesn’t appear,
you have nothing to gain or lose by choosing that
option. This can be extremely helpful at times!

Trade (Enter)

Camping

Then, pick an Advisor (1,2,3 or 4) who is
suggesting a specific trade such as 'Silver for Silk"
to make a begin haggling.

When camping, choices that involve hunting and
fishing give Wayfare experience, choices
involving the livestock give Animals experience,
choices that guard against attack give Battle
experience, and choices that protect goods give
Trade experience. Almost all other choices will
give Rituals experience.

Provisions
Every Advisor and Guard needs 1 Provision to eat
every night. Make sure everybody has enough to
eat – your Caravan will be lost if you go for three
days without feeding everyone! If you do lose
your caravan, you can continue from the last
settlement you visited.
Tip: in the battle game, you will need several
hundred Guards so you will need to carry a great
deal of Provisions. Plan your military campaign
with this in mind!
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Choose a Goods or Livestock stall and press Enter
to start trading for it.

•

Up/Down to change offer by 1

•

Left/Right to change offer by 10

•

Enter to accept trade or Esc to cancel

Tip: if you don’t like the deal, use Esc and try
again!

Tasks
You can check your current Task by finding your
Hero on the Roster. This will also tell you how
many days you have to complete the Task. (If it
doesn't have a number of days, you can take as
long as you like). All Advisors gain bonus
experience when you complete a Task.
At the end of your adventure you'll receive a
Mastery percentage based upon the number of
Tasks you successfully completed. You haven't
mastered a Destiny if you cannot get 100%
Mastery!
Need help getting started? Try the Beginners
Guide on Steam
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedet
ails/?id=1821916812

Hints
The following tips will help new players find their way in the world of Silk.
Advisors
➢ Advisors are for life! You can hire up to
seven Advisors (including the two you start
with) but you can’t fire them. Choose wisely!
➢ Classes: the highest skill upon hiring shows
an Advisor’s class – Drover (Animals), Soldier
(Battle), Ritegiver (Rituals), Merchant
(Trade), and Guide (Wayfare). Some actions
are only available to Advisors of a given
class, but many just require a high enough
skill.
➢ Seven Advisors: your Caravan can have
seven Advisors. There are definite benefits to
extra Merchants, Soldiers, and Ritegivers...
Travel
➢ Directions: Engage the Roster with Space to
see which direction you are facing. There
were no magnetic compasses in 200AD, and
the north star was used for orientation.
➢ Hunting and Fishing: Hiring a Guide gives
you many more options for foraging in the
wilderness, provided you camp near woods
or water. Don't run out of food!
➢ Spirit: travelling long distances can become
depressing… the Caravan’s Spirit will fall if
you don't find ways to raise morale. Spirit
affects all skill checks. Rituals can help keep
Spirit high, but you may need a Ritegiver...
Don’t let Spirit fall too low!
Bazaar
➢ Why Can't I Buy That…? It's not enough to
want something, your Advisors have to have
a good reason to want to trade for it.
➢ Silver and Wool travel east, Spices and Silk
travel west: Spices are cheapest in the
Kushan Empire, Silk in the Han Empire, while
Silver and Wool are cheapest in the Roman
Empire.
➢ Rituals are the social fabric of 200AD: If you
want to make allies – and make better
trading deals – you'll want to participate in
the rites of local Temples so hire a Ritegiver
as soon as you can.

Livestock
➢ Camels and Horses are valuable: You get
one mount for each Advisor you hire, but
you can buy more. Horses are faster (if you
have no other animals) but Camels carry
much more and can take two riders each.
➢ Oxen are the heavy transporters: if you
need to carry a lot of goods or Provisions, try
Oxen – but they're incredibly slow…
➢ Sheep and Goats: Although you travel
slower with Sheep and Goats in the caravan
(roughly the same as with Oxen), you can
milk them to feed the caravan any night you
end up in grassland.
➢ Capturing wild animals is difficult! Wayfare
can help provide tactics, but it's skill with
Animals you need to make the catch.
➢ Capturing Many Horses: Some places are
ideally suited to catching Horses – you'll
need both a Drover and a Guide, and you
may also need half a dozen Guards…
Battle
➢ Combatants: Each Guard counts as one
combatant, two if they are on a Horse.
Advisors with Battle skills count as at least
one combatant too (and much more if their
Battle skill is high enough!).
➢ How many Bandits...? For each figure in an
attacking Bandit group, there will be roughly
five Bandits. Parlay if they outnumber you!
➢ How many Militia...? Towns take defensive
positions if you have twice as many Guards
as their defenders, roughly 20 Militia for
each figure defending a town or village –
although Roman forces may be larger.
➢ How many Troops...? When an army attacks
you, there will typically be 100 troops for
each figure shown. It is harder to judge
Cavalry numbers, however, which could be
lower than they first seem...
➢ Where Can I Hire Guards? Some towns and
almost all Caravanserai have Guards for hire.
The bigger the city, the more Guards in the
Caravanserai. An Imperial Mint will have
100-250 Guards for hire in its Caravanserai.
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Blue light means
Spirit will rise

Red shows what
you might lose, in
this case Silver

Blue shows what
you might gain, in
this case Horses

The Traveller starts at Antioch
The Rebel starts at Estakhr
The Warlord starts at Chach
The Noble starts at Kashgar

Red light means
Spirit will fall

Seventeen key cities of the Ancient Silk Road

The Stations of the Silk Road by
Astacus of Charax
An account of the Overland Trade Route between
the Levant and the Orient
The arrival of the marvellous fabric known as
'Silk' from the Orient has transformed the Roman
province of Syria, and all the territories between
the coast of the Mare Nostrum [the
Mediterranean] and the salt marsh of Lop Nur
that lies on the fringes of the Empire of the Han,
a thousand leagues east of Antioch.
To those who would travel east to seek their
fortune, take heed: the journey is treacherous,
and renewed efforts by Emperor Septimius
Severus to wage war against the Parthians has
made it especially dangerous for Roman citizens
who wish to cross beyond the twin rivers. From
my own journeys, and conversations with
merchants who travel the length of what might
be called 'the Silk Road', I have constructed this
guide to the stations of this route.

Roman Empire
If you are setting off from the lands controlled by
Rome, you will doubtless start your journey in
Antioch, capital of the province of Syria. Here
you will be quite safe from attack, and can enjoy
the beautiful coastlines and well-defended
mountain passes.

Roman Trade
Silver ingots are the
standard trade good in this
part of the Roman Empire.
One Silver ingot will typically
get you three Wool bolts,
while it will often take three
ingots to get one Spice jar,
and six to get a single Silk bolt.

The Legions
Militarily, the
Roman territories
are well defended
with Cohorts of the legions numbering at 480
legionnaires (800 for a First Cohort), and smaller
Castella [camps
– see above]
defended by
Centuria of
some 80 legionnaires and usually at least one
watchtower. Roman Equestris, with some 120
cavalry, may be found defending Castra
[fortresses – see below], but for the most part
Rome has relied upon the skills of its infantry in
defending its borders.

Syria
•

Capital: Antioch

•

Bazaar: Silver and Wool

•

Temples: Storm Temples dedicated to
Zeus, Jupiter, Hercules (Ox sacrifices),
Sun Temples of Apollo or Mithras (Sheep
sacrifices), Star Temples of Europa or
Astarte (Sheep sacrifices)

The lands claimed by Rome east of the Mare
Nostrum [the Mediterranean] form the territory
of Syria, which extends to the Euphrates River.
If you depart from Antioch and head east, you
will reach Boroea, from which you can decide
whether to continue east to the pontoon crossing
of the Euphrates at Zeugma, or travel south and
east via Hierapolis Bambyce. The southern route
will allow a traveller to follow the Limes Arabicus
[the Roman defensive border], where a Castra
[Fortress] can be found every 20 leagues or so.
Alternatively, you might decide to head south
from Antioch, and visit the other coastal citadels
of Syria, perhaps to acquire more Wool than is
available at the capital. On this path it is
recommended to make the mountain crossing
east of Sidon to Damascus. The alternative
crossing south and east of Tyrus will take you
past the seditious citadel of Jerusalem, which is
not always friendly to Roman travellers.
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Roman Mesopotamia
•

Capital: Nisibis

•

Temples: Storm Temples (Ox sacrifices),
Sun Temples (Sheep sacrifices) and Moon
Temples (Goat sacrifices)

•

Bazaar: Wool, Sheep

Meaning, 'the land between the rivers', your
journey will become tougher as soon as you
come to the Euphrates. Although this territory is
claimed by Rome, it still contains Parthian
citadels that have not fallen to Emperor Severus'
legions. Roman armies patrol this region and
fights with Parthian armies occur frequently.
For those who cross the Euphrates, next to
Zeugma is the city of Apamea, from which you
can travel eastwards to Edessa, and from there to
the capital of Roman Mesopotamia, Nisibis. From
here you must travel south and eastwards,
crossing into Parthian Mesopotamia. Your
journey may be safer here if you head to the
Parthian vassal state of Adiabene by following
the mountains eastwards and avoiding the
desolate plains between the two rivers.
Alternatively, following the Euphrates south will
take you from Zeugma or Hierapolis to the
Fortress of Sura. You can follow the river's
southern bank all the way to Dura-Europos, the
furthest southern settlement under Roman
control. From here, cross the river lest you fall
prey of the many brigands of the Arabian desert.

Herms
Throughout the western
lands of the Silk Road,
you will find shrines to
Hermes consisting of
cairns made of piles of
rocks left by travellers who wished to honour the
lord of boundaries.
Most Ritegivers would rather sacrifice a Goat
than perform a traveller's ritual, but any Guide
from Roman, Parthian, or Kushan lands will know
the rite.
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Parthian Empire
Although few in Rome like to admit it, the
Parthian Empire is the embarrassment of the
legions. How many times has Rome marched
against Parthia, and how many times have they
returned empty handed? Emperor Severus'
current campaign in Mesopotamia is perhaps
more intended to solidify his reputation as a
strong leader in Rome than an attempt to
overthrow the Parthian King of Kings.

Parthian Trade
The Parthians don't produce much Silver, but
they take a great deal of the ingots made in the
Roman Empire.
One Silver ingot will typically get you two Wool
bolts in most regions under Parthian control,
while it will typically take two ingots to get one
Spice jar, and four to get a single Silk bolt.

Parthians at War
The secret of Parthian success are their
cataphracts, or heavy cavalry. The armies of
Parthia employ few infantry, except as guards
and defenders, and all their military expertise is
focussed upon their horses.
Beware the
dreaded Parthian
Drafsh [pictured
right], consisting
of 400
cataphracts –
perhaps the most
devastating military enemy anywhere on the Silk
Road. A Washt of about a hundred riders is more
common, and some citadels will have an Elite
Washt of twice the size defending.

Parthian Mesopotamia

Babylonia

•

Capital: Hatra

•

Capital: Ctesiphon

•

Temples: Sun Temples dedicated to
Shamash (Sheep sacrifice), Star Temples
dedicated to Ishtar (Sheep sacrifice)

•

•

Bazaar: Camels

Temples: Fire Temples dedicated to
Ahura Mazda (Ox), Storm Temples of
Marduk (Ox), Star Temples of Ishtar
(Sheep), Moon Temples of Anahita (Goat)

•

Bazaar: Silver, Oxen

Parthian Mesopotamia is mostly the desolate
wastelands between the Tigris and Euphrates
river, as well as the vassal state of Adiabene east
of the Tigris. For Roman travellers, heading to
Adiabene may be preferable to Hatra, since
Arbela and Arrapha will welcome Roman traders,
whereas Parthian bazaars may require
appropriate gifts before opening up trade with
foreigners…
The stations of the route through Adiabene from
the Roman Castellum at Bethzabde are Arbela,
across the Great Zab river, and Arrapha, across
the Little Zab. From here, you must decide
whether to travel east and north, on the route
through Lake Urmia, or continue southwards to
Chalasar (which the Greeks named Artemita,
after their huntress).

Alternatively, the stations on the Tigris are Hatra
(if you are willing to take a detour along the Wadi
Tartar stream that flows from Shengar Ridge),
Ashur, and Birtha Fortress. From here, the Tigris
may be forded, and the route towards Chalasar
pursued, or you may travel along the southern
bank of the Tigris, but you will find no stations to
welcome you until you reach an obscure village
called Baghdad in Babylonia.
The final route is to follow instead the Euphrates
from Dura-Europos along the northern bank,
where the stations are all small Parthian villages,
Anatah (on the west of the Euphrates) and Anah
(on the east). From here, you will reach
Babylonia.

Annexed by the Parthians, they made their
capital the citadel of Ctesiphon, on the Tigris, as
a sign of their power. However, this region has
been invaded by Rome so many times that
another explanation is that the Parthians would
rather fight the Roman legions here, on their
doorstep, than at home in Parthia, high in the
mountains.
You will know you are inside Babylonia by the
irrigation canals that cross the land between the
rivers, and the
Ziggurats in the
great citadels of
Babylon and
Uruk. If you
have good
relations with the Parthians, the entire fertile
land here is safe to travel – if not, you would be
wise to head into the Zagros mountains, east of
Babylonia, as soon as possible.
There are three main passes across the Zagros
that may be taken as alternatives to the
'Northern route' from Mesopotamia, via Lake
Urmia.
Northeast of Chalasar, the pass guarded by
Dastagard Fortress offers a route into Media and
towards the Parthian Summer capital of
Ecbatana.
Alternatively, reach Ctesiphon by following the
north bank of the Tigris south, then ride east to
Susa, and proceed through the winding pass
guarded by Sabr-Khast Fortress in Media.
Finally, if you follow the Tigris and Euphrates to
the sea, head east to the Port of Lyan, then the
towns of Zohreh and Kheir will lead you into the
mountain routes towards Estakhr, in the region
of Persis.
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Media

Parthia

•

Capital: Ecbatana

•

Temples: Fire Temples dedicated to
Ahura Mazda (Ox sacrifice), Sun Temples
of Mithra (Sheep sacrifice), Star Temples
of Ishtar (Sheep sacrifice), Storm Temples
(Ox sacrifice), Moon Temples (Goat
Sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Silver, Spices, Horses

Near the heart of Parthian territory, Media is
above the Zagros mountains, safe from Roman
incursions, but alas rife with bandits.
One of the Great
Flames of the
Prophet [pictured
right] can be found
at Lake Urmia in
Media, the Great
Flame of the
Stallion.
The northern route comes in via Lake Urmia, and
the Citadel of Ganzak. From here, head east
towards Ecbatana, the Summer capital of the
Parthians.
Crossing the Zagros Mountains from Dastagard
Fortress will also lead to Ecbatana.
However, if you travel the long and winding
passes where Sabr-Khast Fortress guards your
path will fork at this point. Travel northeast and
cross the Zayandeh river to reach Ecbatana, or
take the narrow mountain trail north from SabrKhast to reach the Citadel of Aspadan.
Continuing from Ecbatana, the stations are
Kumandan, where a great palace can be found,
and Arsakia to the northeast of here. Finally,
Rashkan Fortress (which can be reached by riding
due east of Kumandan) marks the boundary of
Media, and the edge of the Dunes of the Jinn,
one of the two great deserts of the Parthian
desert.
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•

Capital: Saddarvazeh of the Thousand
Gates

•

Temples: Fire Temples dedicated to
Ahura Mazda (Ox sacrifice), Sun Temples
of Mithra (Sheep sacrifice), Star Temples
of Ishtar (Sheep sacrifice), Storm Temples
of Marduk (Ox sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Silver, Spices, Oxen

The core of Parthian territory, covering the
central plains up to the Kopet Dag mountains and
bordered in the south by the Dunes of the Jinn.
All the major Parthian noble families are from
this region, and although political intrigue is rife,
it has never once been threatened by Roman
forces.
The second of the three Great Flames, the Great
Flame of the Exalted, can be found in Parthia,
towards the eastern edge of the Alborz mountain
range that provides both the north and eastern
boundary to this region.
On the northern road, from Rashkan Fortress,
you can head into the heart of Parthia by riding
eastwards, in which case the stations are the
Citadel of Semnan (annexed by the Parthians),
then the capital of Parthia, Saddarvazeh, which
the Greeks named 'Hecatompylos', the city of a
Thousand Gates. Then, turn southeast towards
Abarsharh, and finally Patigrabana Fortress.

Dunes of the Jinn
Do not enter the Kavir desert, on the north of the
Parthian Plateau! It is said that the wind spirits
the Parthians call 'Jinn' dwell in these wastes in
great numbers. Either skirt the edges of these
dunes along the north, for the route through
Parthia itself, or along the southern edge and
head for the pass guarded by Patigrabana
Fortress.

An alternative route from Rashkan Fortress is to
travel north through the Alborz mountains to
Varkana – this is a significantly longer road, but
has some of the most beautiful lands in the
whole of the Parthian Empire.

kusha mountains via the remote Aria Fire
Temple, from which a few days ride east will take
you to the Kushan capital of Balkh.

Varkana
If your journey takes you instead to Aspadan,
your path will take you further south, close to the
Plains of Emptiness, the southern desert of the
Parthian plateau. Follow the Zayandeh river
southeast and cross eastwards to a herm in the
wastelands. From here, head southeast to Narin
Fortress, and then Ysatis. A narrow eastward
pass will take you to the Plains of Emptiness,
which you will have little choice but to cross to
reach the isolated Citadel of Sistan, another of
the smaller kingdoms annexed by the Parthians
early in their rule.

Plains of Emptiness
Considered by some to be the less terrible of the
two great deserts of the Parthian Plateau, the
Plains of Emptiness are home to numerous
Camels, but be careful not to chase one into a
sandstorm!

Margiana
•

Capital: Merv

•

Temples: Fire Temples dedicated to
Ahura Mazda (Ox sacrifice), Sun Temples
of Mithra (Sheep sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Silver, Camels

The eastern edge of Parthian territory, consisting
of the southern Red Sand desert [Karakum
desert] up to Merv, and the lands east of the
Plains of Emptiness. These are the borderlands
with the Kushan Empire, and are not greatly
inhabited, except for the lands around Merv
itself, which are fertile and populous.
If you have travelled to Patigrabana Fortress, you
will need to travel east and then north to reach
Merv.

•

Capital: Zadracarta, the Yellow City

•

Temples: Fire Temples dedicated to
Ahura Mazda (Ox sacrifice), Sun Temples
of Mithra (Sheep sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Spices, Horses

'Wolf's Land', the Parthian name for the valleys
below the Alborz mountains bordering on the
Hyrcanian Ocean [Caspian Sea], is by far the most
green and verdant land in the entirety of the
Parthian Empire. Lush jungle and dense forests
cloak the shores of the Hyrcanian Ocean, and at
its eastern end, the Atrek river valley goes
southwards, and a great many wild Horses can be
found.
Entering Varkana from the pass north of Rashkan
Fortress, your stations will be the small village of
Salus, followed by the capital of the region,
Zadracarta, known as the Yellow City. The route
north here is
blocked by the
Great Wall of
Gorgan (see
below).
Instead, turn south down the Atrek valley to
Sareban Mehalleh, then to Citadel of Kuchan
(annother annexed kingdom) and the Arshak
Necropolis, where you should turn east to take a
narrow mountain pass to Mithradat Fortress,
built on the ruins of Nisa after it was destroyed
by an earthquake. Merv lies just east of here.

The Great Wall of Gorgan
Built to defend Varkana from Kushan incursion, it
is nonetheless possible for Parthian allies to pass
through either the Sea Gate or the Mountain
Gate, into the Red Sand desert. This route,
however, is not recommended.

If instead you took the southern route via Sistan,
you should follow the southern edge of the Hind10 | S i l k

Persis

Kushan Empire

•

Capital: Estakhr

•

Temples: Fire Temple dedicated to Ahura
Mazda (Ox sacrifice), Moon Temple of
Anahita (Goat). Storm Temple of Marduk
(Ox sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Spices, Horses

When the Parthians overthrew the Persian
Empire, they sacked Persepolis, the ruins of
which lie east of Estakhr, the capital of the region
of Persis. Now a vassal state of the Parthian
Empire, Persis benefits from a route connecting
Media with Babylonia, although the long
mountain pass is not favoured by many
travellers.
The last of the three Great Flames of the
Prophet, the Great Flame of Fortune, can be
found in the mountains, west of Estakhr.
If you travel through Persis from Babylonia, the
stations passed Kheir are Anshan, Tirazis, and
then Estakhr. From here, the pass to the north
leads to the Citadel of Ysatis, and from here the
southern route through the Plains of Emptiness
can be followed (see above).

The youngest of the Empires on the Silk Road, the
Kushan Empire was founded by Yuezhi nomads
invaded the region of Bactria, that had been
settled by veterans who has served in the army
of Alexander the Great. The influence of the
Greeks is felt greatly in Kushan lands, which is
something of a melting pot where the eastern
and western philosophers are both debated and
accepted.

Kushan Trade
Spice jars are the most
common good traded in the
Kushan Empire, which has a
plentiful supply of exotic
seasonings.
A pair of Spice jars should
get you about five Wool bolts or three Silver
ingots, or a single Silk Bolt.

Kushan at War
Lacking both the discipline of the Romans and
the superior horsemanship of the Parthians, the

The port of Antiocha in Persis, west from Kheir, is
the other major citadel in the region, and
defends the southern end of the Persis mountain
passes from incursion by sea or by land.

Kushan do not pose as great a threat as their
neighbours in many respects.
Their key locations, such as the Imperial Mint at
Balkh, are defended by Battalions of 500 troops
and 200 Horses, but a typical Infantry formation
has only 300 troops, and Kushan Light Cavalry are
typically only 100 riders.
Fortresses are positioned at key strategic passes
and fords, but are usualy defended solely by
infantry, which is surprising given the ample
supply of horses in the Kushan lands.
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For the most part, the Kushan expect attack to
come from the Han Empire to the east, since the
Parthians are already engaged with Rome on
their western borders. It would not be surprising
if the Kushan were to try capturing Merv in the
years to come…

Bactria
•

Capital: Balkh

•

Temples: Star Temple dedicated to the
Lion Goddess (Sheep sacrifice), Storm
Temple of Shiva (Ox sacrifice), Buddhist
Shrines

•

Bazaar: Spices, Camels

Sogdia
•

Capital: Samarkand

•

Temples: Star Temples dedicated to the
Lion Goddess (Sheep sacrifice), Moon
Temples (Goat sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Spices, Horses

The Kushan territory south of the Black Sand
desert [Kyzylkum desert], bordering both Bactria
and Ferghana. Some of the temples here have
striking architecture, especially those dedicated
to the Lion Goddess, Nana [pictured below], who
is the closest the Kushan have to a patron diety.

The lush valley at the heart of Kushan
administrative power, Bactria was founded by
veterans left behind by Alexander the Great, and
the influence of these Greek and Macedonian
settlers is notable. However, the region also
features several shrines or 'Stupa' dedicated to
the Buddha – a sacred figure in these parts.
Towns have grown up around these, attracting
pilgrims from further afield.
The southern Silk Road arrives at Balkh, and
passes east to Drapsaka and the Hazrat
Caravanserai. Here, travellers either head
northeast to the market town of Khatlaan and
join the long Pamir valley mountain pass
eastwards, or head northwest to Dalverzin Tepe,
and join the Pamir valley pass northeast from
there.

Pamir Valley Pass

On the northern route from Merv, the stations
are aligned broadly eastward, and slightly north.
Amul Fortress, Bukhara, and then Samarkand,
one of the richest of the citadels on the new Silk
Road.

Do not underestimate the difficulty of crossing
the mountains here, known by some as 'the Roof
of the World'. The pass is safe to travel, but
exceptionally long, curling between mountain
ridges in the shape of a horseshoe. Be certain to
carry provisions for at least an entire moon
before setting off on this route!

The southern route along the Hind-kusha
mountains has no settlements in Sogdia, but
instead proceeds directly to Bactria.
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Fergana
•

Capital: Khujand

•

Temples: Sun Temple dedicated to Helios
(Horse Sacrifice), Moon Temple (Goat
sacrifice)

•

Bazaar: Spices, Sheep, Goats, Horses

The 'Valley of the Horses', north of Bactria,
Fergana is the jewel in the Kushan crown since
the Horses of this region are envied by all,
especially the Han Empire to the east.
Overlooked by the Citadel of Chach, the Fergana
valley is guarded at its mouth by its capital,
Khujand. Passing east from here, the stations are
Khavakand, Margilan, Andijan, and finally, Osh
Fortress, which guards the Pamir valleys from
Han invasion. Beware bandits in the valley
beyond this fortress!
If you desire a less troubled, but longer, route
into Han territory, cross the river at Khavakand to
visit the Citadel of Akhsi, and from here, travel
north and then east, along the Torugart pass
through the 'Mountains of Heaven' [Tien Shan
mountains].

Ovoo
Although
Herms can still
be found in
good numbers
throughout
Kushan
territory, these lands are also home to a different
kind of cairn, known by their Nomad creators as
Ovoo.
These ancestral shrines have different rites,
known to many among the Han, and all the
Nomad clans of the Silk Road regions, but largely
unknown to Ritegivers from the west.
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Han Empire
At the eastern end of the Silk Road lies the Han
Empire. It is rumoured that a brutal civil war [the
Three Kingdoms period] has broken out in the
homelands of the Han, but the territories of the
Protectorate of the Western Regions [Tarim
Basin] are relatively peaceful, even if there are
some squabbles with the Xiongnu Nomads on the
eastern end.
These lands are dominated by the dreadful Sea of
Death (see below) [the Takla Makan desert], the
most terrible desert known to civilisation.
Beyond its seemingly endless sands you will
eventually find Lop Nur salt marsh, which is as far
east as outsiders are likely to be allowed to
travel.

Han Trade
All Silk is made in the Han Empire, and it is used
here as the standard trade good, just as Silver is
used in Roman lands.
A single Silk bolt
should be enough to
trade for a Spice jar,
or two Wool bolts,
and two Silk bolts
has about the same
value as three Silver
ingots.

The Han at War
The two Imperial Mints of these desert regions
are guarded by impressive Battalions of 600
troops and 300 horses, plus an additional 600
troops at their walls. Elsewhere, Heavy Infantry
of 300 troops and Light Cavalry of 100 riders may
be seen, and although these numbers are not to
be ignored, the distance between settlements
means that an invading force has the luxury of
striking enemies that have little hope of
reinforcements.

Kashgar

Kucha

•

Capital: Kashgar

•

Capital: Kucha

•

Temples: Buddhist Shrines

•

Temples: Buddhist Shrines

•

Bazaar: Silk, Horses

•

Bazaar: Silk, Spices

The eastern end of the Takla Makan desert, and
the furthest extent of Han power, the Kashgar
region is perhaps the most prosperous of all the
many kingdoms and regional governorships
around the Sea of Death.
Whatever route
you have taken to
reach here, you
will arrive at the
prosperous
citadel of Kashgar first. If they have enough Silk
to satisfy your trading desires, it may be wise to
turn back immediately! Otherwise, you have two
routes to consider.
The northern route avoids the Sea of Death by
first following the Kashgar river, and then
entering the foothills of the 'Mountains of
Heaven', before eventually passing into the
Flaming Mountains of Turfan. Stations on this
northern route are due east of Kashgar, namely
Maralbexi and Weitou, after which you will need
to detour slightly north to the citadel of Nan,
after which you should turn northeast towards
the Kucha region.
Alternatively, the southern route follows the
Kunlun mountains to Yarkand, then skirts the
southern edge of the Sea of Death to enter the
Hotan region.
Whichever route you pass, you will find plenty of
campsites along the road, although provisions
will be thin on the ground at these.

The Sea of Death
The terrifyingly huge desert of these lands is
justifiably known as the Sea of Death. Do not be
tempted to cross the dunes anywhere but where
a river passes! Better still, do not enter at all.

This northern Kingdom east of Kashgar in the
foothills of the Tengri Tagh [Tien Shan], or
'Mountains of Heaven' is ruled from a citadel also
called Kucha, which the Han use as a welldefended Imperial Mint. The route north of the
Sea of Death passes through Kucha into Karasahr,
before reaching Nomad-controlled Turfan.
From Nan, travel north up the Clearwater river,
then head northeast along a valley in the
mountains to Wensu, then follow the Kucha river
eastwards along its northern bank. Eventually,
cross slightly north to the citadel of Kucha, which
lies on a different branch of the river. Then east
to Luntai, after which continue following the
river to enter the kingdom of Karasahr.

Karasahr
•

Capital: Agni

•

Temples: Buddhist Shrines

•

Bazaar: Spices, Oxen

Another northern mountain Kingdom in the
'Mountains of Heaven', Karasahr lies between
Kucha and Turfan, and are bounded at the north
by the 'Flaming Mountains'.

From Luntai, head east to Weili, then follow the
river north to Agni, the 'City of Fire'. A ford north
and slightly west allows passage to the rich
forests of the lake known as Bagratsch-kul –
offering plentiful foraging for travellers low on
supplies. The citadel of Weixu can be found on
the shores of the lake, and from here you can
travel east to enter the Nomad-controlled region
of Turfan, thus leaving the Han Empire.
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Hotan

Nomads

•

Capital: Yutian

•

Temples: Buddhist Shrines

•

Bazaar: Silk, Camels

This southern Kingdom between Kashgar and
Shanshan is ruled from a citadel that has
traditionally also been called Hotan, but which
under Han rule is named Yutian. The southern
route passes through here before reaching
Shanshan, where the fabled Nomad citadel of
Loulan can be found on the shores of Lop Nur salt
marsh.
From Yarkand, the stations are Qule, then Yutian
itself, an impressive Imperial Mint, and well
defended, by troops, desert, and mountain. East
of here lies Yumi, which marks the border of the
region. Continue east into the much larger region
of Shanshan.

Shanshan
•

Capital: Loulan

•

Temples: Buddhist Shrines

•

Bazaar: Silk, Sheep

This powerful Kingdom at the south eastern end
of the Sea of Death is under Han rule, but the
capital at Loulan is administrated by the Xiongu
Nomads under close watch from their Han
overseers. The uneasy peace between the Han
and the Xiongnu could return to open warfare at
any moment, so beware lest either Nomads or
Han forces deem your caravan a threat!
From Yumi, then east and slightly north can be
found Hanmi. From here, head east until you
reach Quenched Spring Campsite, and continue
northeast until you reach the Anounda River. This
can be followed all the way to Lop Nur salt
marsh, passing through the stations of Cherchen,
Charkliq, and finally to fabled Loulan itself, on the
shores of the vast salt marsh at Lop Nur which
prevents any further passage east except by
boat.
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Although there are many Nomad tribes along the
Silk Road, only the Xiongnu have a territory that
they claim as their own. Far to the east, and
guarded by the 'Flaming Mountains', Turfan lies
north of Shanshan and is constantly on guard for
another attempt by the Han to wrest control
back from the Xiongnu.

Nomad Trade
The Xiongnu have little
interest in soft metals like
Silver and Gold, and value
Silk solely because it is
useful for trading with the
Empires of the Silk Road.
Wool bolts are perhaps the closest the Nomads
have to a standard trade good, and it typically
takes two of these to trade for a Silver ingot,
three for a Spice jar, and four or five for a Silk
bolt.

Xiongnu at War
A fearsome Nomad Battalion has 450 riders and
is perhaps the only thing more terrifying than the
Parthian Drafsh. Even a Company of 200 Nomad
riders is a serious threat, and a Troop of 100
riders can cause a great deal of trouble. However,
the Xiongu are weak in terms of infantry, and few
settlements are guarded by more than a garrison
of 300 troops, with 50 Guards being more
common.

Turfan
•

Capital: Turfan

•

Temples: Buddhist Shrine

•

Bazaar: Silk, Goats

To reach the citadel of Turfan from Weixu, ride
east to Yarkhoto, then north to Turfan itself. To
continue into Shanshan, ride due south to
Moshan, then cross the Turfan Badlands to reach
Lop Nur salt marsh at Yanze. The Xiongu citadel
of Loulan lies southeast of this border town.
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